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MEDIA ACCESS NEWS


New Zealand announces TV audio description trial

NZ On Air, the government agency that funds captioning services in New Zealand, has announced a NZ$500,000 audio description trial on digital television in 2011. 

This trial will provide a closed audio description service, and new Freeview integrated sets and Freeview digital set-top boxes will incorporate the ability to decode and play the audio description (which will be on a second audio channel). Some older Freeview sets may be able to be upgraded.   

According to NZ On Air, the initial service is expected to be on TV One and consist of imported description. Description of local programming has been identified as a future priority.

“Access to broadcasting is a human rights issue," said Clive Lansink, President of the Association of Blind Citizens of New Zealand. "Like it or not, television plays a huge part in people's lives and now it is possible for the television industry to include us more in their audience. We know that audio description available on some of today's movies has given people who are blind or whose sight is just not what it was a chance to enjoy movies in a whole new way. This development will let us gain the same full enjoyment from today's television programmes and we congratulate NZ On Air, Government and TVNZ for their initiative."

For more information, see the NZ On Air website. 

The Australian government is currently considering an audio description trial on the ABC prior to digital switchover (2014), but no details or timeframe have been announced yet.


Accessible radio developments in the US

NPR Labs has developed a prototype car dashboard which provides captioned digital radio. It was demonstrated to US government officials on 19 July, as part of events marking the 20th anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

NPR’s device delivers a real-time transcript of the audio being broadcast. As it would be unsafe for drivers to see this, the device has a dual screen. The driver sees GPS navigational maps, while the passenger can read the radio captions.

NPR Labs has also developed a Personalized Audio Information Service which will allow blind and vision impaired radio listeners to select programming by topic.

The service utilises XML tags which are broadcast with programs, and these can also be used to alert listeners to emergency messages such as storm warnings.
 
NPR Labs is a not-for-profit broadcast technology research and development centre. 
For more information, see this article on the Radio World website.


US Senate passes comprehensive accessibility bill
On 5 August he US Senate passed the Twenty-first Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 by unanimous consent. The bill, described by the Coalition of Organizations for Accessible Technology (COAT) as “a monumental step forward in accessible technology”, will have many implications for access in the US.
Among its provisions are the following requirements: 
	All captioned TV programs will be captioned when delivered over the Internet.

The top 4 network channels and top 5 cable channels will provide audio description (AD) on 7 hours of programming per week.
Televised emergency information will be accessible to the blind and vision impaired.
Receiving devices of any size will be capable of displaying closed captions, delivering AD, and accessing emergency information.
Controls on televisions and set-top boxes will be accessible, and captions and AD easy to access.
The bill, which has been amended since previously being approved by the House of Representatives, will return to the House for final approval and COAT is optimistic that it will soon be passed.
For more information, see the COAT website.

Channel 4 announces 20% audio description, 100% captioning

Channel 4 in the UK has announced that it will increase audio description (AD) to 20% of all programming on the channels it owns, including Channel 4, More 4, E4 and Film 4. The minimum quota for AD, set and monitored by the UK communications regulator Ofcom, currently stands at 10% for the main channels including Channel 4, BBC One, BBC Two and ITV.

The increase on Channel 4 will be brought about by the audio description of two popular programs, Hollyoaks and Deal or No Deal, by September 2010. The remaining channels will increase to 20% by January 2011. Channel 4 is also gearing up for the audio description of the 2012 Paralympic Games.

For more information, see the RNIB website.
 
Channel 4 has also announced that it will increase captioning to 100% by January 2011.


UK regulator hedges on AD quota increase

Ofcom, the UK communications regulator, has decided not to make a recommendation on whether the audio description (AD) quota on television should be increased from the current 10% of programming to 20% of programming.  

Ofcom conducted a periodic review of access services and generally opted for the status quo in how captioning (called subtitling in the UK), AD and sign language should be treated. There was no overall change to the general approach to how the need for access services is determined, including the regime of allowing smaller channels to opt out of providing sign language on programs in return for helping fund sign language programming on community TV. 

With the audio description quotas, three options were looked at:

1. Keeping it at maximum 10%.
2. Increasing it to maximum 20%.
3. Increasing public broadcasters only to 20%. 

There were a number of discussions around the different options, with the the Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB) campaigning for the second option. However, in the end Ofcom decided to not make any recommendation.  Ofcom did recommend that more promotion of the AD service was needed and agreed to consult with broadcasters about how to best achieve that.

For more information, see the Ofcom website: 


Disney extends its access services in Florida theme parks
Disney has announced plans to provide audio description for its outdoor theme parks, as it currently does for more than 30 narrated indoor attractions and rides. 
The audio description, delivered via headsets, guides vision impaired guests and others who can’t fully experience the visual aspect of visiting a Disney theme park. Guests will be able to hear descriptions of scenery, props and characters around them. These audio descriptions will extend beyond indoor rides and shows and out into the streets of Disney’s theme parks, and will even offer audible versions of restaurant menus for those who can’t read them. 
Disney’s assistive technology system, which was introduced in 2005, is offered as a free hand-held device to park visitors. Besides audio description, Disney offers captioning services for Deaf and hearing impaired guests. These services include hand-held captioning, where guests use a portable, wireless hand-held receiver to display text in locations such as moving attractions. Reflective captioning is available at many theatre-type attractions, utilising an LED display to project captions onto an acrylic panel positioned in front of the guest. Caption-ready monitors are also available at many attractions. These monitors are designated with a ‘CC’ symbol and can only be activated by a remote control, which guests can obtain on entry to the parks.  
All these services are free, with a refundable deposit for the equipment. Disney theme parks include Magic Kingdom, Epcot Theme Park, Hollywood Studios Theme Park and Animal Kingdom Theme Park. These parks are all part of Disney World in Florida.  
  
US Attorney General announces proposals for improved accessibility regulations

On 25 July the US Attorney General Eric Holder announced that the US Department of Justice had proposed several improvements in accessibility regulations concerning the Internet, cinemas and emergency calls.

In reference to changes in technology since the Americans with Disabilities Act was passed in 1990, Mr Holder said, “Just as these quantum leaps can help all of us, they can also set us back—if regulations are not updated or compliance codes become too confusing to implement.”

The public have been asked to comment on the following:

	How can websites which provide people with important everyday information, services and programs be made more accessible to people with disabilities?  The department has indicated that it may comply with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0) Level AA. 

How can new communications technologies be utilised to allow people with disabilities to have direct access to emergency call centres?
Whether or not the department should require cinemas to provide up to 50% of their screenings with closed captions or audio description, especially given that cinemas are converting to digital?
For more information about the changes, see the PR Newswire website.


UK access company on the market

The UK company ITFC, which provides captions and audio description for clients including ITV and Five, is on the market for a reported £15 million.

Originally a subsidiary of ITV, the company was sold to the US-based Medici Group in 2007 for £8m.

ITFC is a part-owner of Captioning and Subtitling International (CSI), which in Australia provides captions for the ABC.

For more information, see the Business Sale Report website.


US electronics association to develop access standards

The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) has announced that it is launching a working group to develop standards for enhanced accessibility features in video devices.

The group will initially look at the tactile features of remote controls to assist users in identifying buttons and features on TVs, recorders and other video devices. It may then move on to other issues important to consumers with vision or hearing impairments. 

The standards developed “will improve accessibility features in these devices and will ultimately lead to more innovative and user-friendly technology products that benefit the accessibility community and the CE industry as a whole,” said Brian Markwalter, vice president of Research and Development for CEA.

CEA is the leading consumer electronics association in the US, with over 2,000 companies as members. For more information, see the CEA website.


Access and audience development reports on Australian arts

Arts Access Australia has commissioned two reports on access and audience development in museums, galleries and the performing arts. The reports aim to assess what is currently being done, and what needs to be done, to increase access to the arts, highlighting the shared responsibility for access from all stakeholders involved in the Australian arts. 

Some of the reports’ recommendations include: 

	That all funding authorities collaborate and share information and processes to ensure consistent and comparable collection and reporting of data about the participation and attendance of people with disabilities in the arts. 

That the Commonwealth Government adapt US and UK legislative provisions to amend the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and place a positive duty on service providers to be accessible. 
That Commonwealth, State and Territory arts funding bodies only support exhibitions, productions and tours taking place in venues that can demonstrate they are taking reasonable steps to improve access.
Funded by the Australian Government’s Australia Council, the reports will be relevant to collecting institutions, venues, touring and related organisations, government policy makers and program administrators. 

The reports can be downloaded below in PDF or Word format from the Arts Access Australia website. 


Audio description for stadiums

The use of audio description for live events has generally been restricted to theatre and other performing arts, but a commercial service in Austria now provides live description for blind sports fans at football (soccer) matches.

This service was generated for the Euro 2008 Soccer Championship hosted by Austria. The in-stadium wireless transmission systems were retained and then used for Austrian Bundesliga (premier league) games. This has been extended to all games for the 2010/11 season.  

Blind fans pick up the description via a wireless device and ear buds. It provides vital information on where the ball is and detailed descriptions of incidents during the game. 

The audio description is also broadcast to a wider audience via ORF, the Austrian public broadcaster. There is a detailed description of this service on the Digital Content Producer website: 
 

MAA opens office in Western Australia 

Media Access Australia is expanding its work in access, with the creation of a second office in Western Australia.  

The new office, managed by Dr Scott Hollier, will provide opportunities for WA-specific projects that can support the media access needs of government, industry and the not-for-profit sectors. 

The WA office is located in the premises of the Association for the Blind of Western Australia at 61 Kitchener Road, Victoria Park, Perth.  


The 2010 Deafness Forum Captioning Awards

The 2010 Deafness Forum Captioning Awards, held on 26 August at the Four Seasons Hotel in Sydney, celebrated a year of achievement in access for people who are Deaf or hearing impaired.
The award winners were:
Roma Wood OAM Community Award
Michael Lockrey
DVD Captioning
Icon Film Distribution
Members Choice Award
Co-Habitation Bondi
Best Event (Non-TV) Captioning
Ai-Live DIGBY Project
Award for best promotion of captioning or best consumer education campaign (Ron Miller Memorial Award)
FOXTEL Call Centre
Pay TV captioning
Comedy Channel
Award for free-to-air TV captioning
The ABC
Most consistent use of captioning
Nick Jr Australia
Best new captioning initiative (sponsored by MAA)
ABC iView
Attendees included Graeme Innes, the Disability Discrimination Commissioner and Race Discrimination Commissioner. The Ambassador for Deafness Forum, former prime minister John Howard, sent his apologies due to illness. 
MC Myf Warhurst entertained the crowd, and the event was opened by Deafness Forum’s chairperson, Alex Jones, who talked about the potential for captions to benefit many Australians, not just those who are Deaf or hearing impaired.
_________________________________________________________________

ONLINE MEDIA


Blind Citizens Australia launches new accessible website

Blind Citizens Australia (BCA) has launched a new website designed to comply with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 standards. 

The website, created by students at the University of Melbourne and supported by Media Access Australia, is now online. The refreshed website, the first in over a decade, focuses on ensuring that people who are blind or vision impaired can access the latest information from BCA using assistive technology products such as screen readers and screen magnification software. 

The new website can be found at www.bca.org.au
 

Accessible CAPTCHA solution released 

Developers Samuel Sirois and Denis Boudreau have launched DISTCHA, an accessible CAPTCHA that determines if you are a human by asking you to slide an icon across the screen with either the mouse or keyboard. 

Traditional CAPTCHAs are used to stop hackers from using computers to set up fake identities. Although CAPTCHAs are effective and widely used, people with disabilities often struggle in trying to read the text in CAPTCHA boxes, and given it’s designed to stop computers from processing the information, screen readers are unable to access the text.  

Although other CAPTCHA alternatives have been tried, DISTCHA differs in that it requires a user to slide a box across the screen, a task difficult for computers to replicate but simple for users. The solution removes the barriers faced by people with vision impairment by allowing users to slide the box across either by using the mouse or by using the right arrow on the keyboard. As a side-effect, it is also much quicker for able-bodied people to complete the process as well. 

Further information including the proof of concept can be found on the AccessibiliteWeb DISTCHA page. 


Campaign to increase digitised books to 2 million

Digital librarian Brewster Kahle has launched a worldwide campaign to double the number of books available to people who need access to them in digital formats.

Founder of the virtual library Internet Archive, Brewster Kahle has announced that one million books had been scanned and made available to people who are blind or vision impaired.

Over a third of these books are available in the Digital Accessible Information System or DAISY talking book format, with all others openly accessible.

The Internet Archive is financially supported by the US government, foundations and libraries.

Further information about the campaign can be found on the USA Today website. 
  

New Kindle has improved accessibility features 

The new Amazon Kindle e-book reader has a number of improved accessibility features including spoken menus and a better level of contrast. It’s also significantly smaller and 15% lighter to assist people with mobility impairment. 

The new features complement the text-to-speech functionality of the older model of Kindle, meaning that people who are blind or vision impaired can now navigate and have e-books read out to them. There are, however, still issues remaining with whether or not books are enabled to use the text-to-speech features.

The entry-level model of the new Kindle was released on 27 August 2010 and costs US$139 (AU$155).


Study finds speech recognition software can create live captions for VoIP

Ofcom, the UK communications regulator, has just released the results of a study it commissioned into the potential for speech recognition technology to be used to provide live captions for Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telecommunications.

The study, carried out by the University of Salford, was in two phases – a review of current speech recognition software, and testing of the software with hearing impaired users to determine its accuracy and usability.

The study found that Windows Speech Recogniser 8.0, which is available to Windows users for free, performs as well as commercial speech recognition packages. Seven out of eight participants in the testing said they would use the software for some calls, while five out of eight said they would use it for all calls.

Ofcom is now planning to commission a third phase of the study, involving in-home trials in a real world environment.

For more information see the Ofcom website.


Drupal CMS provides accessibility resources 

Drupal, an open-source Content Management System (CMS), has released a formal ‘accessibility statement’ outlining how Drupal can be used to create an accessible website. 

The Drupal CMS has seen a significant increase in popularity, in part due to the fact that it’s free and in part due to its wealth of features. Although early versions of Drupal had some accessibility options, these features have vastly improved with the latest version. 

This announcement cements Drupal as a viable free accessible CMS alternative to other popular free CMS products such as Joomla. 

The accessibility statement highlights the new features in Drupal, and how developers can use these features to create accessible websites. It also provides examples of accessible Drupal-created websites and a roadmap for future accessibility development.   

The accessibility statement can be found on Drupal’s website. 


First mobile application for captioning telephone calls

The first mobile application for captioning telephone calls is now available to US residents from the iPhone App Store.

Hamilton CapTel is a company that provides a free, nationwide service available with captions in both English and Spanish to US citizens. The company recently launched the Hamilton Mobile CapTel captioning application, an iPhone application that uses Hamilton CapTel’s captioning service to provide captioned telephone calls in real-time. The application and the captioning service are both free.

To access this service via the iPhone application, users make a call using the Hamilton Mobile CapTel application. This automatically connects you to the captioning service, and you can listen to what is being said while reading the captions on the screen. Captions are currently available in both English and Spanish.

According to Hamilton spokeswoman Stephanie Vanderholm, "This is the only iPhone app available for captioning calls – free or paid."  It is hoped that this technology will spread outside the US, allowing people who are Deaf or hearing impaired access to captioned telephone calls wherever they are, and whenever they need them, through their mobile technology.

The Hamilton Mobile CapTel application is currently available for the iPhone 3G and 3GS (and presumably the iPhone 4), with versions of the application for the iPad with WiFi and the iPod touch expected in the future. 

For more information see the Hamilton CapTel website. 


IDEAL Video Magnifier app for Android now available

IDEAL Group Apps4Android, Inc. has released the new IDEAL Video Magnifier, an Android app that turns an Android smartphone into a full-colour, high-clarity electronic magnifier.

The IDEAL Video Magnifier uses the inbuilt camera and video recording capabilities of the Android smartphone to turn it into an electronic magnifier that can be used for tasks such as reading letters, newspapers or books, or viewing objects.

Features of the IDEAL Video Magnifier include:

	Magnification of text and objects

Invert colours for high contrast, white on black viewing
Black on white mode
The application of colour tinting to the item you are viewing
The option to use your smartphone’s inbuilt LED flash as a light source in dim conditions

All of this is done in real time. The user moves their Android smartphone over the item and will see the magnifier image of that item live on their smartphone screen.

For more information see the Apps4Android website. 


Free accessible iPhone app turns documents into text

People who are blind or vision impaired will now have access to a free iPhone application that allows them to take a picture of a document and have it read out. 

Produced by DocScanner, SayText is specifically designed for people who are blind or vision impaired and uses Optical Character Recognition (OCR). This is a technology that takes an image or picture of a document and electronically translates it into text. This text can then be read out using Apple’s inbuilt screen reader VoiceOver. 

When you take a picture of a document, a beep tells you when the whole document is in the picture, and the camera will shoot automatically when focused. Once the picture is taken, the OCR process will start automatically. When the process is finished, you can tap the screen to listen to the document. 

MAA’s testing of the app yielded mixed results. It proved impossible to get the iPhone to beep when the document was in focus – probably because the camera could never achieve full focus. One document that was scanned repeatedly yielded very poor quality text. There was a lot of gibberish, and very few words were detected correctly. A different document, however, resulted in text that was very close to the original. Other users have had similar experiences.

Despite this, DocScanner should be applauded for not only releasing this application free of charge, but also customising it to be used by people who are blind or vision impaired.  

For more information, see the DocScanner website. 


New community-based website for blind and vision impaired iOS users 

AppleVis is a new community-based website that focuses on news, app information and guides for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch owners who are blind or vision impaired.

The website was created in response to a growing demand seen on the VIPhone mailing list for a website for sharing information about accessible iOS applications.

The website uses a community-focused approach, asking users to provide information about the accessibility of an iOS application – good or bad. Users can also contribute guides, tutorials, tips or news items to help users get the most out of the iOS devices.

For more information, see the AppleVis website.


New Apple patent makes accessing closed captions easier

A new Apple patent published by the United States Patent and Trademark Office in June reveals that Apple will be adding new features that make closed captioning easier to access on devices such as its iPhone, iPad and other media players like Apple TV.

Currently, turning on closed captions or subtitles on videos played on the iPhone, for instance, can be quite difficult. Apple’s patent includes an illustration of video content that is playing in full-screen mode on an iPhone-like device that has an overlying and partially transparent navigation panel. The panel contains buttons for different functions, and may include a button for easily turning closed captions on and off.  In addition, the system provides users with the ability to control the look of onscreen subtitles by choosing font styles, colours, sizes as well as the style of box the text will be presented in. 

The third major feature would see your mobile device take a sample of ambient noise from the environment around you. The sampled noise may trigger actions such as turning on closed captions.

For instance, if you walk into a very noisy shopping centre while watching a TV show on your iPhone, your phone will recognise that the noise around you is very loud and this triggers certain actions, such as automatically turning on closed caption and muting the audio on your TV show. Different levels of ambient noise may trigger different actions. In a less noisy environment, closed captions may be turned on but instead of the sound being muted, the audio volume is turned up as well.

The patent takes this one step further and adds more information gathered by other sensors such as GPS, ambient light sensors or accelerometers. For example, if you are in a noisy shopping centre, the action or actions that are triggered by the surrounding noise could be recorded in a database along with information about your location which is supplied via your GPS. When you next enter the shopping centre, the same action or actions are performed.


Indian government creates US$35 tablet PC

The Indian government has created a US$35 tablet PC prototype, designed to provide basic Internet and document editing features to school-aged children and university students. 

The prototype features a small touchscreen, 2GB of RAM and Wi-Fi connectivity. It runs on a variant of Linux and users can store their files either on the Internet or on a memory card. Applications include an Office suite, a PDF reader and a web browser. 

Should this device be successful, it has great potential to provide people on low incomes with a computer. The device may also include the accessibility features that are currently found in a number of Linux distributions.  

Although the prototype will not be ready for public release for some time, a manufacturer is being sourced so that it can be mass produced. 

Further information on the device can be found on the CNET news website. 
 

Website development site offers huge range of captioned videos

Think Vitamin is a website which provides online conferences, a blog and videos for web designers and developers. It has a huge library of video tutorials which can be viewed online, with 70 or more titles added each month, and all are closed captioned.

Subjects covered by the website, which is run by Carsonified, include CSS3, HTML5, UX, iPhone App Design and JavaScript.

Membership of Think Vitamin includes access to all online content. For more information go to the Think Vitamin website. 


Google improves Gmail accessibility 

Google has recently updated its free Gmail web-based email service with a number of changes to improve the accessibility of its interface. 

Although the interface looks visually similar to the earlier version, a number of accessibility improvements have been made behind the scenes, including: 

	Keyboard shortcuts (go to Contacts and hit "?" for the full list)

Sort by last name (look under "More actions")
Custom labels for phone numbers and other fields
The ability to undo changes you've just made
Auto-saving the changes in contact management
Structured name fields, so you can adjust titles, suffixes and other name components
A bigger, more prominent notes field
Flexibility to set number of contacts per page

For more information, see the Think Digit website: 


Federal government launches WCAG 2.0 Community of Expertise

The Federal government’s Accessibility and Style team has just launched the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Community of Expertise (CoE) via the Australian Government Information Management Office (AGIMO) accessibility blog.

The WCAG 2.0 CoE has been formed to support the Web Accessibility National Transition Strategy which requires all Federal, State and Territory government websites to conform to the Single A level of WCAG 2.0 by the end of 2012, and all Federal government websites to conform to the Double A level of WCAG 2.0 by 2015. The CoE aims to foster a collaborative environment where government, as well as accessibility and disability advocates and experts, can share advice, techniques and resources for implementing WCAG 2.0.

The WCAG 2.0 CoE is open to self-nominated representatives from all government agencies within the web and information and communication technology (ICT) industry, people with an interest or role in accessibility and/or disability advocacy, and private ICT and accessibility professionals.

The AGIMO accessibility blog can be found at: http://agimo.govspace.gov.au/category/accessibility/

__________________________________________________________________

VIDEO ON DEMAND


YouTube identifies caption suppliers who are ‘YouTube Ready’

YouTube, in conjunction with the Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP) in the US, has introduced a program to identify companies which are able to caption YouTube videos to a professional standard.

Captioning is increasingly common on YouTube, especially since it launched its CaptionTube service (which allows users to create captions for videos) and Google made its auto-caption feature available for YouTube videos. More recently, YouTube has made caption transcripts searchable, so clicking on a particular word in a transcript will take you to the corresponding section of the video.

While basic captions can be created using CaptionTube or auto-captions, there is sometimes a need for a more professional captioning service. The new ‘YouTube Ready’ designation and logo will identify caption suppliers who have passed a caption quality evaluation by DCMP, have a website and YouTube channel, and have posted rates for captioning YouTube content.
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YouTube adds feature to view ‘transcript of captions’

YouTube has added a new feature that automatically generates an Interactive transcript of captions for any YouTube video with closed captions, with each caption time stamped appropriately. Users can click on the ‘transcript’ button in YouTube to view the entire transcript, and search it using their web browser’s native search feature.

A very useful feature for all users is that when an individual caption is clicked, the YouTube video will skip to that frame in the video, allowing you to effectively ‘seek’ or navigate via captions.

___________________________________________________________________

FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION


ACMA finds TCN Nine breached caption obligations

The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) has found that TCN Nine breached its captioning obligations under the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 by failing to caption sections of four episodes of Nine News and one episode of RPA broadcast in July 2009.

As a consequence of the finding, Nine has agreed to introduce measures to prevent this happening again. These include enhanced quality control and ‘spot’ audits on programs, with Nine reporting the results to ACMA. Nine will also have regular meetings with its caption provider and other stakeholders regarding caption quality and transmission, and will upgrade its caption transmission monitoring.

The complaint which prompted ACMA to launch the investigation named several other programs in addition to the five which were found to be in breach of caption regulations. In its investigation report, ACMA examined each instance of missing captions, and ruled on whether they detracted from the overall comprehensibility of the segment. 

The full report of the investigation can be read on the ACMA website.


Multichannel Review legislation passed

On 24 June, Parliament passed the Broadcasting Legislation Amendment (Digital Television) Bill 2010 (Cth), to bring into law the recommendations of the Multichannel Review.

Senator Stephen Conroy, Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, released the report ‘Content and Access: The future of program standards and captioning requirements on digital television and multichannels’ on 3 June.

The report was the culmination of the Multichannel Review which the Federal government undertook in anticipation of analog switchoff. The government has decided to delay the implementation of minimum captioning and Australian content requirements on digital multichannels until the last region has its analog signal switched off (which must occur before 31 December 2013).

Under the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (Cth), digital multichannels are not required to meet particular levels of captioning until the analog signal is switched off. When this arrangement was first envisioned, however, it was expected that the analog signal would be switched off everywhere simultaneously. Instead, because the government opted for a region-by-region approach to the switchoff (beginning in Mildura/Sunraysia, Victoria, on 1 July 2010), the minimum captioning and Australian content requirements would have been implemented in each region according to the switchoff timetable.

The government believes that broadcasters would find it difficult to implement the minimum requirements before the national switchoff. The report indicates that a further Review of Multichannels will be conducted before 31 December 2012, so that the government can assess how minimum captioning and Australian content requirements should be imposed upon digital multichannels in the future.

For more information, see the DBCDE website. 

___________________________________________________________________


SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION

Australian Human Rights Commission rejects ASTRA exemption application

The Australian Human Rights Commission (the AHRC) has refused an application for exemption under section 55 of the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth) (the DDA) by the Australian Subscription Television and Radio Authority (ASTRA).

ASTRA, whose members include FOXTEL and AUSTAR, earlier this year sought a five-year temporary exemption from the DDA, meaning that the AHRC would not hear complaints against the members of ASTRA on the grounds of disability discrimination. In exchange for the exemption, ASTRA had offered to raise the level of captioning on 65 of the 91 channels operated by its members.

The AHRC has previously granted such temporary exemptions to subscription television broadcasters.
In making its decision, the AHRC noted the following in particular as reasons to reject the application:

	The applicants provided insufficient evidence as to why 26 channels should be exempt from being required to provide captions altogether

The proposed levels of captioning were too low to be considered an improvement in reducing disability discrimination
Granting a temporary exemption in the terms of the application, such as the request that future subscription broadcasters would be automatically exempt from the DDA, were unacceptable given the objects of the DDA
The full application, submissions, and letters between the AHRC and ASTRA can be found on the AHRC website.


FOXTEL expands live captioning on Sky News and FOX SPORTS

Live captioning on subscription television is set to increase significantly with Sky News and FOX SPORTS both announcing that the service will be provided on selected programs from 1 October 2010.  

Sky News, which commenced live captioning with its coverage of this year’s election night from 6pm to 10pm on 21 August, will be regularly captioning PM Agenda, a daily political news program. It has also announced that the service will be extended to the Sky News Business Channel (although the date for this has not yet been released).

In addition to this, the subscription television network FOX SPORTS has announced
that three of its channels, FOX SPORTS 1HD/1, FOX SPORTS 2HD/2 and FOX SPORTS 3HD/3, will be offering live captioning on national sporting events and a number of its top magazine shows such as NRL on FOX and The Rugby Club. 

Live captioning for Sky News and FOX SPORTS, which are available on FOXTEL and AUSTAR, is provided by Ai-Media.

___________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION

MAA’s Classroom Access Project enters second phase

The second pilot of the Classroom Access Project was launched at Cerdon College, Merrylands, NSW, on 17 September. The project, an initiative of Media Access Australia (MAA), seeks to demonstrate best practice in relation to accessibility to electronic media for deaf and hearing impaired students in mainstream educational settings. 

The key components of the project are the use of an interactive whiteboard linked to a laptop and a Soundfield amplification system to deliver captions with visual clarity and improved sound.

The initial pilot used a commercial interactive whiteboard and shot projector to the value of approximately $9,000. The second pilot explores an alternative which may provide an economical solution for schools in regional or remote areas, or those with fewer resources. This interactive whiteboard solution involves the use of a data projector, a Wiimote, infrared LED pen and a Bluetooth-enabled laptop with appropriate Wiimote whiteboard software. 

Anne McGrath, MAA Education Manager, said “captions are a key part of the Classroom Access Project and provide students with important contextual information to gain meaning and improve their comprehension of the lesson.”
The first pilot of the Classroom Access Project took place at the beginning of Term 1, 2010, at La Salle Catholic College, Bankstown, and was a great success. MAA has made some key changes to test its adaptability to varying locations and needs.
The second project at Cerdon College, a school in the Catholic Education Diocese of Parramatta, has a Wikispace for the project team which includes the Principal, key teachers, Itinerant Teachers of the Deaf, students with hearing impairment and MAA staff, to share comments, advice, resources and feedback. This new feature is intended to enhance student engagement in the project, furthering their sense of ownership. 

With an increase in audiovisual teaching aids in the classroom, deaf and hearing impaired students are in danger of not having full access to the learning process. The Classroom Access Project has begun to address these issues using simple, affordable, readily available technologies. MAA is grateful to Electroboard, Printacall, and Sammat Education for their generous donations of equipment, and to ClickView for their generosity in loaning technologies to the Classroom Access Project.

MAA has released a short captioned and audio described video that shows firsthand the advantages of the project. The video takes a look inside the classroom and features interviews with the Principal, students, and teachers, the Adviser of Sensory Impairment Programs, and Media Access Australia CEO Alex Varley and Education Manager Anne McGrath. 


New US National Education Technology Plan criticised by disability groups 

The United States draft National Education Technology Plan 2010 has a mission statement to address the inequity in educational achievement. Although the draft plan is to be commended for its vision and timeline, it has been criticised by disability groups for not going far enough to ensure that accessibility needs are met.

Primarily, it fails to note ‘disability’ as a minority group in a commitment to ensure that students are ready to graduate from high school to go on to further study or careers “regardless of race, income, or neighborhood”. The Burton Blatt Institute sees this as an “assumption by the Department’s Office of Educational Technology that it is acceptable or inevitable for disability to be a determining factor in whether a child graduates from high school ready to succeed”. Meanwhile, the National Association of Blind Lawyers, despite endorsing the plan, calls on further specific action to ensure that accessibility is incorporated into its implementation.

Similar comments were made by MAA’s Education Manager, Anne McGrath, to the Australian Curriculum and Reporting Authority (ACARA) after the release of both the K-10 and Senior Years 11-12 Draft National Curriculums. Students with sensory impairment were not overtly recognised by ACARA as a specific group, and Ms McGrath voiced concern over the need for education systems to cater inclusively for these students’ needs, especially in regard to the availability of accessible electronic media.

The Burton Blatt Institute also stated that the US plan “misses the tremendous opportunity to focus on accessibility of digital resources through mainstream technologies, rather than access through special, expensive assistive technology”. 

The full draft can be viewed at the US Federal government education website.


School captioning solution wins New Inventors	

Australian access company Ai-Media triumphed on the ABC’s New Inventors television program broadcast on 23 June  with its Ai-Live school captioning solution. Three years in development, the Ai-Live product is several generations ahead of conventional live speech recognition solutions used in general TV captioning.  It has been extensively road-tested in pilots with the NSW Department of School Education and includes a student interface to allow direct communication between student and captioner.

MAA CEO Alex Varley said, “Ai-Media deserves all of the accolades for its in-school solution. It has been carefully thought through, properly tested and is an affordable, robust solution for Australia’s ten thousand Deaf and hearing impaired students. MAA has been involved in a steering group and is developing its Classroom Access Project with some input and crossover with Ai-Live.

“The New Inventors win will shine a greater spotlight on the need for solutions like these and the issues that Deaf and hearing impaired students face day to day, so that they are given the same opportunities as their peers.”

For more about the New Inventors win and the Ai-Live solution, see the Ai-Media website.


Blackboard learning software receives NFB accessibility award 

The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) in the US has awarded the Blackboard Learn online education software its Nonvisual Accessibility Gold Certification, recognising the product as one of the world’s most accessible online education tools. 

Online education software designed as a portal for student resources has often been criticised for not effectively catering for the needs of students with disabilities. However, Blackboard Inc. has worked on addressing these issues and the recently released Blackboard Learn 9.1 contains a number of accessibility features. These include: 

	The ability for blind users to more effectively interact with the platform 

Faster navigation and better form interaction 
Easier ways to submit assignments
Accessible windows to allow students with disabilities to participate in discussion forums 
Improved submission responses for tests
The ability to easily upload files 
Improved accessibility for instructors who wish to create content 

For a detailed account of the award and what Blackboard Learn 9.1 means for accessibility, see the PR-USA website:

_________________________________________________________________

DVDs

DVD distributors, Deafness Forum and MAA meet to discuss captioning

On 27 May Media Access Australia (MAA) and the Deafness Forum of Australia participated in a meeting convened by the Australian Visual Software Distributors Association (AVSDA) and its members to discuss issues concerning captioning on DVD.  

From information presented at the meeting by MAA, it was clear that captioning by AVSDA members has not increased since 2006, when the Australian Human Rights Commission hosted round table discussions between distributors and accessibility groups.  

After general discussions about the issues raised, outcomes of the meeting included:

	AVSDA to write to industry participants and stakeholders regarding the importance of including captioning on DVDs to raise awareness and further educate the supply chain.
	AVSDA members to meet at least once annually to specifically discuss matters of media access and labelling standards. These meetings may include briefings from Media Access Australia and the Deafness Forum as appropriate.


	That the Deafness Forum and AVSDA work together with TV broadcasters to ensure caption files from broadcast are available to all DVD distributors at an acceptable rate (particularly the public broadcasters).

AVSDA to talk with the Screen Producers Association of Australia about the Screen Australia funding and captioning deliverables so this feature is mandated and accounted for early in the DVD build process.
	AVSDA, Deafness Forum and MAA to jointly approach SBS about captioning its TV programs released to DVD.  

Access on new release DVDs

Access to new release DVD titles on rental outlet shelves during the month of July 2010 stood at 80% for captioning and 26% for audio description.
The DVD titles released since May with audio description are:
	After Life
	Alice in Wonderland
	Alvin and the Chipmunks, The Squeakwel
	Armoured
	Brothers
	Carriers 
	Dear John
	Dorian Gray
	Double Identity
	Everybody’s Fine (AD not on cover)
	Fantastic Mr Fox
	Invictus
	Law Abiding Citizen
	Long Weekend
	Ninja Assassin 
	Old Dogs
	Percy Jackson & the Lightning Thief
	Post Grad
	Shutter Island
	The Heavy
	The Hurt Locker
	The Imaginarium of Dr Parnassus
	The Princess and the Frog
	The Tooth Fairy
	The Wolfman (AD not on cover)

100% of the Australian Visual Software Distributors Association (AVSDA) members’ theatrical releases on the DVD shelves in July were captioned and 74% audio described.  
A total of 95 titles were researched this month. Of these titles, Bright Star by Hopscotch was audio described in other regions but not in Australia.


Access on Blu-ray
Media Access Australia undertook some research into the accessibility of Blu-ray titles that have been released during 2009 and 2010. Of the 114 titles that were researched, 93% were captioned and 41% were audio described. 
There were some issues that came to light from the research: 
	Labelling is not as uniform across the Blu-ray format compared to DVD. For example, if a title was both captioned and audio described, the CC logo would be on the cover but not the AD logo. This issue occurred most on Sony Pictures Home Entertainment Blu-ray titles.

 
	Warner often did not use logos at all. Both Paramount Home Entertainment and Warner Home Video used the logo ‘SDH’ instead of CC on occasion.  SDH stands for Subtitles for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing but it is not commonly known in Australia. There was no explanation of what the logo stood for.  

	There are discrepancies between DVD and Blu-ray format accessibility for audio description. For example, the AD on a number of titles often did not make it on to the Blu-ray format whereas it would appear on the DVD format.  This affected a number of distributors, namely 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, Roadshow Entertainment and Warner Home Video.  Distributors claim that tight deadlines for the Blu-ray delivery are the reason for this.  


__________________________________________________________________

CINEMA

Agreement reached on accessible cinema expansion

Australia’s four major cinema groups of Hoyts, Village, Greater Union Birch Carroll & Coyle, and Reading, have agreed with the Federal government to jointly fast track new audio description and captioning technology as part of a new plan to improve cinema access for people who are Deaf, hearing impaired, blind or vision impaired.  The expansion of accessible cinema to a minimum 132 locations includes audio description and a new captioning technology called CaptiView. 
Within the 132 locations a minimum of 242 screens will be made accessible, based on the overall size of the complex:  
	one screen for every complex with 6 or less screens 

two screens for every complex with 7 to 12 screens 
three screens for every complex with 13 or more screens 
The timetable for achieving this goal is:
	By the end of 2010 access would be provided in 24 screens (10% of proposed total)

By the end of 2011 access would be provided in 73 screens (30% of proposed total)
By the end of 2012 access would be provided in 145 screens (60% of proposed total)
By the end of 2013 access would be provided in 194 screens (80% of proposed total)
By the end of 2014 access would be provided in 242 screens (100% of proposed total)
In addition all new cinemas constructed by the group will contain accessible technology.
The Australian Government has committed $470,000 to the project, with the rest of the cost to be paid by the cinemas. In addition to the grant funding, the government has committed $30,000 to subsidise the costs of a new Accessible Cinema Advisory Group (ACAG), with members from the cinema industry and the disability sector. The funding will allow the ACAG to continue to advise and assist the cinema industry to improve cinema accessibility in Australia and monitor the implementation of the Cinema Access Implementation Plan.
Instrumental in brokering the agreement was Parliamentary Secretary for Disabilities, the Hon Bill Shorten MP.  With reference to the long-awaited increase for captioned cinema, Mr Shorten said, “At the moment people with impaired hearing are being forced to travel across town to catch a Wednesday matinee, because there are so few cinemas offering captions. I am excited that major cinemas have recognised that this form of discrimination is not acceptable, and that they will improve their business by attracting a new group of customers.” 

This will be the first time that audio description will be available in major cinema chains.  

For those fighting for accessible cinema, this is an exciting result. Australia is considerably behind countries such as the UK and USA and this move is a substantial one in catching up. 

For John Byrne, a West Australian deaf man, this is a welcome change. Byrne remembers sitting in the back of a cinema with his daughter and a notepad as she ‘captioned’ for him. 

It was Byrne who championed a change in Australian cinemas ten years ago. On hearing the news that all major cinemas will be made accessible to the Deaf and hearing impaired, Byrne said, “I would like to congratulate the cinema industry and community stakeholders on the development of the next stage of accessible cinema in Australia.”

Media Access Australia has been involved in the development of accessible cinema in Australia since its inception in 2001. MAA CEO Alex Varley said of the change, “This initiative by the cinemas provides full access anytime for consumers, coupled with a commercial return for the cinema operator. This is a great example of access working in the mainstream, creating a win-win situation for everybody.”

Deafness Forum of Australia has been heavily involved in encouraging the change. CEO Nicole Lawder said, “We are looking forward to trialling the new captioning system and the prospect of being able to go to any session of any movie is certainly enticing – at last Australians who are Deaf or have a hearing impairment will have real access to the cinema.” 

John Simpson, National Manager Audio Description Services at Vision Australia, said, “The vast majority of Australians who are blind or have low vision have lost sight in later life and many of these have previously been avid cinema goers. Now with the widespread availability of audio description these people will again appreciate the full cinema experience.“

Blind Citizens Australia (BCA) Executive Officer Robyn Gaile also welcomed the announcement. “This is a major step forward for the social inclusion of people who are blind or vision impaired. Now, for the first time, we can discuss the latest movies with our friends, families and work colleagues.” 


Facebook group for captioned movie fans at Hoyts Carousel

Captioned movie fans who visit Hoyts Carousel in Cannington, Perth have another way to keep up to date with what is happening at their local cinema.  

The CCC Group (Carousel Cinema Captions) has a page on free social networking website Facebook. Administrated by local captioned movie fans, it provides people with another opportunity to find out what is happening at  Hoyts Carousel and share opinions, offers and news as they become available. The group currently has over 175 members.  


Massachusetts becomes the USA’s most accessible state for cinema

As the USA celebrates the 20th anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act, hearing and vision impaired residents of Massachusetts will gain greater accessibility to cinemas through a settlement reached with the three largest cinema chains in the state.

Under the terms of the settlement, each chain must ensure that every location in Massachusetts is equipped with accessible technology that will provide meaningful access to the hearing and vision impaired, including captioning and audio description technology. The choice of technology has been left to the cinemas and is open to change as technology develops, but it is most likely the cinemas will use Rear Window Captioning and DVS Theatrical for audio description. 

“Twenty years ago, this country signalled its unwavering commitment to the rights of people with disabilities, and today we take another step forward to improve access for all of our residents,” said Massachusetts Attorney General Coakley who brokered the agreement. “Movies are a significant part of our social and cultural fabric and these settlements help ensure that the hearing and visually impaired have meaningful access to them and may enjoy them alongside friends and family members.”

The settlement provides the greatest level of access for the hearing and vision impaired anywhere in the USA. It will ensure that 100% of these chains’ locations will have at least one accessible auditorium. For the first time hearing and vision impaired individuals will have a choice of accessible movie options at cinemas with 10 or more screens. As a result, the total number of accessible auditoriums in Massachusetts will increase by 450% from 14 to 63, and the number of locations with multiple accessible screens will increase from 0 to 27.  

A detailed description of the settlement can be found on the Attorney General’s website.


Audio description and captioning in Australian cinemas

The following films screened with open captions from June to August 2010. (Titles marked with an asterisk also screened with audio description at independent cinema locations.)

	The Back Up Plan
Legion*
Prince of Persia*
Sex & the City 2*
The A-Team*
Shrek Forever*
Toy Story 3*
Twilight – Eclipse*
The Karate Kid* 
Knight & Day*
Predators*
Inception*
Animal Kingdom


These movies screened at one or more of the following cinemas:

Sydney – Greater Union George St
Sydney – Greater Union Parramatta
Sydney – Palace Verona
Erina – Hoyts Erina
Newcastle – Greater Union Glendale
Tweed Heads – AMC Tweed Heads
Brisbane – Greater Union Myer Centre, Queen St Mall
Maroochydore – BCC Sunshine Plaza
Hervey Bay – Big Screen Cinemas
Darwin – BCC Casuarina
Darwin – Cmax Palmerston
Perth – Hoyts Carousel
Bunbury – Grand Cinemas
Whyalla – Whyalla Cinema
Adelaide – Greater Union Megaplex Marion
Adelaide – Palace Nova Eastend
Melbourne – Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
Melbourne – Cinema Nova, Carlton
Mildura – Deakin Cinemas
Sale – Sale Cinemas
Canberra – Hoyts Belconnen
Canberra – Dendy Canberra
Hobart – Village Hobart	
Devonport – Cmax Devonport

_______________________________________________________________

Glossary

Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV    
program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 

Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, 
performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
	Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and

Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   

Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a 
signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.

Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a 
stenographic keyboard.

Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV 
programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK and other parts of Europe. 

Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions 
on analog television. 

Acronyms

ACARA	Australian Curriculum and Reporting Authority
ACMA		Australian Communications and Media Authority
AD		Audio description
AHRC		Australian Human Rights Commission
ASTRA	Australian Subscription Television and Radio Association
AVSDA	Australian Visual Software Distributors Association
BCA	Blind Citizens Australia
CEA	Consumer Electronics Association (US)
CMS	Content Management System
COAT	Coalition of Organizations for Accessible Technology 
DBCDE	Department of Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy
DCMP	Described and Captioned Media Program (US)
MAA		Media Access Australia
NFB 		National Federation of the Blind (US)
OCR		Optical Character Recognition
RNIB		Royal National Institute of Blind People (UK)
VOD		Video on demand
W3C		Worldwide Web Consortium
WCAG		Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

